Cone pathways and the pi 0 and pi 0' rod mechanisms.
The field-adaptation properties of two scotopic (rod) mechanisms, pi 0 and pi 0', were measured to test a two-pathway model that associates the fast temporal properties of pi 0' with the processing of rod signals by early cone pathways, possibly including cone photoreceptors, and the sluggish temporal properties of pi 0 with processing of rod signals by classical rod pathways. This model predicts that cone stimulation will differentially affect the flicker sensitivity of pi 0' compared to pi 0. Both rod mechanisms are seen in double-branched flicker-threshold-vs-intensity (FTVI) curves measured with a 15-Hz, square-wave-modulated, rod-detected test stimulus. We show that the position of the upper branch (pi 0') shifts relative to the lower branch in response to changes of background wavelength, indicating that different receptor types regulate sensitivity of pi 0 and pi 0'. Field spectral sensitivity (FSS) functions for pi 0 closely match the scotopic spectral sensitivity function, indicating that only rods adapt pi 0 under these conditions. In contrast, fitting of FSS functions for pi 0' required a combination of cone and rod spectral sensitivity functions. The relative adaptational effect of cone stimulation compared to rod stimulation increases with background light level: at highest levels, cone stimulation has more influence than rod stimulation. Test additivity experiments assessed the degree of additivity between cones and rods to ensure that the pi 0' branch did not result from sub-threshold summation between receptor mechanisms.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)